Worksheet 4. Vocabulary practice

Complete each sentences with the correct word from the word pool.

- chatter  luxury
- foolish  restraint
- forward  selfish
- immodest  troubling
- ladylike  wisdom

1. Something that worries you or bothers you is _________________.
2. If you think only of yourself, you are ____________________________.
3. My grandfather is wise. He has good sense and judgment based on his experience of life. My grandfather has a lot of _______________________.
4. People who do stupid things without thinking clearly act in a ____________________________ way.
5. Arthur can’t control himself. He has no self-_______________________.
6. When we say that someone is too confident, and too friendly with people that they do not know very well, we mean that that person is too _________________________.
7. Grandma says that Sara is not _________________________________.
   This means that Sara behaves in a way that is different from the polite and quiet way that used to be the ideal way for women to act.
8. Charlie always talks about his own abilities and accomplishments. He does this often. He is ____________________________.